assigned ID code

GCA25ET

GCA25G3
GCA25HA

GCA25J0

GCA25K9

GCA25KY

GCA25N1

GCA25NY

number

Doe Mountain Geocaching
coordinates

1

36°27.427' N, 81°50.638' W

Doe, a Deer

2

36°27.320' N, 81°50.635' W

Bridge to the woods

3

36°27.295' N, 81°50.935' W

Hole in the Ground

4

36°26.900' N, 81°50.523' W

Trials Playground

5

36°26.992' N, 81°51.683' W

6

36°25.772' N, 81°51.725' W

Description

Name

Chair Hill

Kettle on Foot

Located on Harbin Hill road off of highway 67 near Mountain City. The
difficulty to access is easy and a very short hike from the parking area
Located at Doe Mountain this cache is short easy hike from the adventure
center on trail 112. The cache is located near the foot bridge across a small
brook.
This Cache is a short hike from the parking area at Doe Mountain. The
location for this geocache is a former pit-mining site where generations past
dug to see if there were minerals on the mountain. Now the "hole in the
ground" has been reclaimed by nature and has trees and rhododendron
growing in and around it.
A medium hike or short ride from Doe Mountain Parking area to get to the
Trials Parking Area. The Geocache is a small waterproof container located
near the base of one of the man-made features. Accessible via trails on
foot, bicycle, moto, quad, or side-by-side.
1.2 mile hike from the parking at Doe Mountain on trail 10. This is a
powerline corridor and there is an old folding chair located at the top of the
hill which locals have deemed chair hill. There is a trail that parallels the
powerline for easier access to vicinity on foot or via bicycle.
Located on Doe Mountain this cache is a moderate to long hike from the
parking area and is located on the Kettlefoot Trail which is open to hikers
and bikes. The terrain is slightly demanding if you take the trail from the
bottom so come prepared, or you can choose to access it from the top via
motorized trails near the Kettlefoot Tower.

7

Coming Soon

8

Coming Soon

9

Coming Soon

10

11

36°25.838' N, 81°51.800' W

Grouse Ridge

Coming Soon
Located on Doe Mountain this cache is accessible via hiking trail or OHV
trails and features an observation deck looking out to the Iron Mountain
Range. This site is easiest to access via motorcycle, quad, or side-by-side
but there is also a hiking trail that gets you to this point. Expect
mountainous terrain and come prepared with plenty of water and snacks for
the 6 mile hike round trip

12

36°26.090' N, 81°50.782' W

Flint Knob

This cache is hidden near the viewpoint of Flint Knob on Doe Mountain.
This is easiest to access via motorized trail 21.

GCA25RE

GCA265A

GCA2669

GCA2678

13

36°25.600' N, 81°51.995' W

Kettlefootin'

14

36°25.080' N, 81°52.438' W

Turkey Top

15

36°24.810' N, 81°53.330' W

Potter's Truckstop

16

36°24.553' N, 81°54.128' W

Chimney Rocks

The Kettlefoot tower is accessible on foot from the Kettlefoot Trail or via
bicycle, motorcycle, quad, or side-by-side on motorized trail #1. The tower is
a historical site and has views into 3 states. The Geocache is hidden in the
vicinity of the tower. If you decide to hike up there expect mountainous
terrain and be prepared for roughly 8 miles round trip.
This beautiful observation deck is in the heart of Doe Mountain and is best
accessed via side-by-side, quad, motorcycle, or bicycle. If you were to hike
in it would be 8-10 miles round trip depending on parking location so come
prepared for mountainous terrain and pack plenty of water and snacks. This
cache is located near the observation deck.
Located near Potters Truckstop atop Doe Mountain this geocache is best
accesible via motorized trail 1 with parking at Doe Mountain or the Morfield
Branch parking area. Potters Truckstop is distinguished by a small wooded
picnic area, and a signage. This geocache is best accessed via side-byside, quad, motorcycle, or bicycle. If you did hike from either parking area
please expect a 7-10 mile trek on shared use motorized trails and carry
plenty of water and snacks.
It is a short steep hike on trail 126 off of motorized trail 26 and gets you to
spectacular rock features known as Chimney Rock. You will want to use
caution as chimney rocks is part of a 100' cliff that you are on-top/behind
and seeing just the top 25' of rock or so. The trail is best accessed via sideby-side, quad, motorcycle, or bicycle but even then you still have to make
the short steep hike to this location. If you plan on hiking there expect
mountainous terrain and bring plenty of water and snacks for up to 12 miles
of hiking depended on which parking area you use. To access this cache
step into the gap of the rock formation where the tree grows and look into
the crevasse to your left.

